KVH Industries, Inc.
Innovation that Enables a Mobile World™

Forward-looking Statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. For example, forward-looking statements include statements regarding our
financial goals for future periods, anticipated market sizes for our products and services, the success of our new initiatives, our investment plans, our development goals,
our anticipated revenue and earnings, and the impact of our future initiatives on revenue, competitive positioning, profitability, and product orders. Actual results could
differ materially from the results projected in or implied by the forward-looking statements made in this presentation. Factors that might cause these differences include,
but are not limited to: the uncertain outcome of our restructuring plan and related reduction in force, including the loss of valuable employees; uncertainties created by
our leadership transition, including challenges and potential additional expenses in retaining our continuing employees, particularly in the current competitive labor
market characterized by rising wages; uncertainties created by our new business strategy, which may impact customer recruitment and retention; the uncertain impact of
ongoing disruptions in our supply chain and associated increases in our costs; the uncertain impact of rising inflation, particularly with respect to fuel costs, and fears of
recession; the uncertain impact of the war in Ukraine; the adverse impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as governmental, business and other responses thereto
and any resulting economic slowdown, on our revenues, results of operations and financial condition, which could continue to be material (particularly for our media and
other travel-related businesses); unanticipated changes or disruptions in our markets; increased competition, including as a result of industry consolidation and from
companies offering networks with greater communication security options; technological breakthroughs by competitors; changes in customer priorities or preferences;
potential customer terminations; unanticipated liabilities; the potential that competitors will design around or invalidate our intellectual property rights; continued
fluctuations in quarterly results; higher costs arising from the HTS network; the loss of revenue from customers that did not transition to our HTS network, which will
continue to adversely impact our revenue growth rate; the uncertain impact of federal budget deficits, Congressional deadlock; the uncertain impact of changes in trade
policy, including actual and potential new or higher tariffs and trade barriers, as well as trade wars with other countries; unanticipated obstacles in product and service
development, cost engineering and manufacturing efforts; delays in anticipated orders for our products and services, or the potential failure of such orders to occur;
adverse impacts of currency fluctuations; our ability to successfully commercialize our new initiatives without unanticipated additional expenses or delays; potential
reduced sales to companies in or dependent upon the turbulent oil and gas industry; the impact of extended economic weakness on the sale and use of marine vessels
and recreational vehicles; the potential inability to increase or maintain our market share in the market for airtime services; the need to increase sales of the TracNet
H-series products and related services to maintain and improve airtime gross margins; the need for, or delays in, qualification of products to customer or regulatory
standards; potential declines or changes in customer demand, due to economic, weather-related, seasonal, and other factors, particularly with respect to the TracNet
H-series, including with respect to new pricing models; increased price and service competition in the mobile connectivity market; exposure for potential intellectual
property infringement; future shareholder activism; changes in tax and accounting requirements or assessments; global supply chain disruptions; export restrictions, and
other international risks. These and other factors are discussed in more detail in our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K and Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. We do not assume any obligation to update our forward-looking statements to reflect new information and developments.
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KVH: A Stronger Financial Foundation & Focus
• Innovative, global technology
and service provider
• Focused entirely on our core
expertise: mobile connectivity

Commercial

Leisure/Superyacht

Military & Government

Content Services

• Completed reorganization
that began in March 2022
– Divestiture of secondary businesses
(inertial navigation, retail radio)
– Brought OPEX in line with revenues (15%
reduction vs. Q3 2021)
– Record airtime gross margins
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Chosen by Commercial Maritime Leaders
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Chosen by Premier Leisure Marine OEMs
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Adding Value via Integrated Solutions & Services
2022
Integrated Maritime
Hybrid Connectivity
Hardware with hybrid
connectivity airtime subscriptions

2012
IP-MobileCast
Crew welfare and operations content
subscription

1994
TracVision
TV Receive Only,
Hardware-only sale

2007
TracPhone V7 & mini-VSAT
Broadband
Hardware sale, two-way communication
airtime service subscriptions

2017
AgilePlans
Connectivity as a Service with
hardware and service bundle

2022
Expanded Value-added
Services Suite
Enterprise-grade cybersecurity, crew
email & Internet, and more
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Delivering Maritime Services Worldwide

Represents KVH Connected Ship
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Competing in Large and Growing Markets
• Maritime connectivity
• 190,000 vessels in target
maritime VSAT market
– 330,000 active MSS/cellular-equipped
vessels

Shipping
41%

Fishing
45%

• $2.4B maritime VSAT
service revenue by 2031
Oil & Gas

Yachts

5%

5%
Passenger

4%
Source: Euroconsult 2022, “Prospects for Maritime Satellite Communications”

Chart shows % of VSAT vessels within total
target market, excludes fishing vessels and
leisure vessels <24 m in length.
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The KVH Advantage is The Power of One

®

Combining hardware, software, and services into seamless end-to-end solutions

Groundbreaking
Hybrid Hardware

Multi-level
Cybersecurity

Content &
Value-added
Services

Intelligent Hybrid
Network

Smart
Data Tools

Global Service
& Support
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New KVH ONE Hybrid Network
• Intelligent hybrid connectivity
• Satellite, cellular, and Wi-Fi
streams
– Seamless, automatic switching to continually
deliver the best performance
– KVH’s global HTS network
– KVH’s global cellular service
– Support for optional user-supplied SIMs
– Integrated compatibility with shore-based
Wi-Fi networks
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Groundbreaking TracNet H-series
• First maritime connectivity
systems to integrate VSAT,
cellular, and Wi-Fi in single
terminal
– Terrestrial Communications Module
(TCM) controls the integrated antennas
with intelligent, automatic switching
– Reduces hardware purchase costs,
installation costs, and service
requirements
– Improved field serviceability vs.
predecessors
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Global Managed Network for Premium Service
• High Throughput Satellite (HTS)
layered network
• Proactive monitoring and
support 24/7
• Network Operations Center
• MegaPOPs
• Traffic shapers and security
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Established Global Coverage for Mobile Users
Global Ku-band VSAT
Network

Cellular Network Service
in 150+ Countries
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Enhancing the User Experience
• Terminal and network visibility
via touchscreen interface
• Mobile-responsive KVH
Manager for in-depth control
– Real-time data reporting
– Automatic and manual switching
– Vessel tracking
– Data allocation
– Application category control
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Leisure Market is Growing Rapidly
• Boat sales remain strong
– 2021 new boat sales up 7% over
five-year average
– 2022 sales continue to exceed 2019
pre-pandemic sales

• Strong demand for living
and working remotely
• Increasing demand for
high-speed connectivity
• KVH has high market
share in leisure
Source: National Marine Manufacturers Association
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Streaming Performance for Superyachts
• Unlimited high-speed
service
• Caribbean, Eastern
North America, and
the Mediterranean
• No new equipment
required
– Over-the-air activation
– Airtime opportunity with thirdparty antennas

• High ARPU
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Commercial Market Driving Significant Growth
• Addressable VSAT market
growing steadily
– 8.3% CAGR projected for VSATequipped merchant shipping by 2031
– 10% CAGR projected for VSATequipped fishing vessels (>24m) by
2031

• 20,000+ vessels still using
old, low data rate systems
• Container ship charter
costs remain high
Source: Euroconsult 2022, “Prospects for Maritime Satellite Communications”
https://www.freightwaves.com/news/container-ships-still-renting-for-160000-a-day-despite-import-fears
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Disruptive Connectivity as a Service

KVH AgilePlans
Subscription Model

®

• Creating value via business
model innovation
• All-inclusive, nocommitment bundle
– Hardware, airtime, content, value-added
services, installation, and maintenance
– Affordable, recurring monthly fee

• Growing recurring
subscriber base
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KVH is a Leading Provider of Maritime Content
• Crew welfare importance
increased for seafarers
• Licensed news and
entertainment content
– Movies, TV, viral videos
– Daily news from home
– Music
– Sports coverage & real-time stats
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Developing LEO Compatible Solutions
• KVH is satellite technology
agnostic
• TracNet design is adaptable
to LEO requirements
• Evaluating LEO satellites
for bandwidth requirements
• KVH attractive partner for
new LEO providers in
mobile markets
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KVH’s Power of One is a Key Differentiator
Combining hardware, software, and services into seamless end-to-end solutions
KVH Solutions
AgilePlans

Hybrid Solution

Key Differentiators
•

No-commitment connectivity and service bundle which includes hardware, airtime,
content, VAS, subsidized shipping & install and maintenance

•

Unified network and single terminal integrating VSAT, cell, and Wi-Fi for seamless,
multichannel connectivity and lower costs
“Hybrid” functionality offered by competitors often requires multiple antennas,
multiple services, 3rd party integration, and higher costs

•
•

Hardware/Manufacturing

•
•

KVH Elite Streaming

Content

•
•
•
•

Smaller, lighter antennas deliver speeds comparable or better than leading
competing VSAT terminals
Leading, competing VSAT terminals in same size class as much as 51% heavier
than KVH VSAT terminals
Dedicated bandwidth unlimited streaming service using existing TracNet and
TracPhone terminals
Regional dedicated bandwidth for unlimited HD quality streaming
No overages or data limits and available weekly/monthly; in contrast to competitors
who tend to require separate equipment purchase and do not offer weekly options
Multicast delivery, licensed content, 60+ languages, no impact to onboard data
Limited content and language offerings by competition
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Building a Robust Financial
Foundation

Financial Highlights Q3 2022
• Solid balance sheet: $69.6M cash, zero debt at end of Q3 2022
• Airtime over $100+M run-rate
– Q3 2022 airtime revenue increased 8% YOY

• Sustaining strong VSAT and satellite TV shipments despite
supply chain issues
• Focused entirely on mobile connectivity
– Divested inertial navigation business for $55M in August 2022
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Path for Growth in 2022 and Beyond
• Focus on core strategic business
• Leverage AgilePlans success to continue to expand
– Solid airtime and subscriber growth

• Grow market share with unique hybrid connectivity solution

KVH ONE

AgilePlans
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